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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s great to be here and have the opportunity to share the results our the study on the effectiveness of interactive phishing awareness training.We hope you will leave with a clear understanding of the lessons learned from a blind study on the effectiveness of pre-incident training to improve performance against phishing attacks. And the effectiveness of combining sustained, unannounced, phishing exercises with remedial training. Most importantly, we want you to see how you can apply learning at the point of realization and spaced-based learning to one of your next projects.



Social Engineering Attacks Impact You 
and Your Organization by . . . 

Wasting fiscal resources 
 
 Increasing costs  

 
Damaging reputations 

 
Causing clients to lose trust 

or go elsewhere 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social engineering attacks, which include phishing, ARE a BIG deal.It’s not just about the fiscal impacts, these attacks also cause damage to your organization’s reputation and degrade client trust.
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“Phishing attacks” target the weakest link in the information security 
chain — the individual end users. These attacks are really a people 

problem first and a technology problem second.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phishing attacks are in the news, as you see here, because they are effective.Why? Because they are targeting you and the people around you; hoping to trick you into revealing personal, private, or proprietary information.This is really a PEOPLE problem first and a TECHNOLOGY issue second.At least with attacks on systems, we can apply a security upgrade patch. And, we just can’t do that to people.<transition> So, what we have to do is upgrade people’s KNOWLEDGE.



Our Study Sought to Determine if . . . 

 Interactive phishing awareness training would 
 Be significantly more effective for learning 

transfer than both placebo and static page-
turning training 
 Receive satisfactory reaction ratings and post-

test scores 
 Failure-triggered training would have a significant 

positive impact on learning transfer 
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Failure-triggered training: Unannounced blind exercises delivered 
in spaced intervals, combined with immediate tailored remedial 

training provided only to the users that “fail” the exercises. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like so many others, we have growing concerns over cyber attacks. To address this, we deployed training. And, frankly, we were pretty happy it. The training is interactive and engages the learner in activities related to phishing.But still, we wanted to validate whether there was actually a behavior change.   We conducted a blind study with about 500 users to determine  . . .<click 1> Is our interactive training more effective than other instructional strategies.<click 2> Is it well-received and are the learners actually learning from the content.<click 3> And, most importantly, we wanted to determine the Return on Investment of a new approach to training, called Failure-Triggered Training (FTT). While most mandatory training on topics like cyber threats, ethics, etc. is delivered semi-annually, it usually ends with the training event and an evaluation. While FTT (Failure-Triggered Training) extends training by adding unannounced exercises delivered over time, combined with immediate remedial training that’s delivered to only the users that “fail” the exercises.



After Initial Training, Groups Received 
Unannounced Attacks Over a 9-Month Period 
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Training 
(pre-incident training 
completed by 3 study 

groups) 

Unannounced 
Phishing Attacks 

(conducted 3 
separate, time-

spaced exercises) 

Post-Training Reaction 
Survey 

(Kirkpatrick Evaluation 
Level 1 reaction data) 

Training Post-Test 
(Kirkpatrick Evaluation 
Level 2 learning data) 

Failure-Triggered 
Training  

(Kirkpatrick Evaluation 
Level 3 behavior data) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The length of our study was 9 months with a population of 467 participants.<click 1> We started by delivering pre-incident training to all 3 groups (control and 2 experimental groups). Each group receiving different training content using a different instructional strategy.<click 2> As a baseline for our study, we captured both reaction and learning achievement data. <click 3> Then, we conducted 3 separate attacks where we sent them fake phishing emails and collected data on who failed by responding.<click 4> And, of course, we captured the incorrect action and immediately provided Failure-Triggered Training to anyone was responded incorrectly.



Control Group Received: Placebo Training 
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Control Group training did not 
address how to respond to 

phishing attacks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned we had 3 study groups. The control group received training on a cyber topic, but it wasn’t relevant to phishing attacks. Therefore we used this group as a comparison against the two other groups that received training.



Experimental Group 1 Received: 
Traditional Static Training 
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Experimental Group 1 training 
included phishing awareness 

content copied from a wiki 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experimental group 1 received traditional page-turner training. Basically, this was wiki content copied into basic elearning pages. This group received all the relevant training information, but in way that wasn’t very engaging.



Experimental Group 2: 
Received Interactive Training 
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Experimental Group 2 training included 
“identifying suspicious item” 

activities to enable the practice of 
proper action responses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, finally, experimental group 2 received our good stuff, the interactive training.This is the training that includes instruction on phishing attacks with activities for the learners to identify suspicious items in emails. This is the type of training that we figured would be well received by the study participants and would enable them to answer correctly on the post-test.Recall this was a blind study, so the participants thought that they were just evaluating courseware on cyber security or phishing awareness. They provided feedback on how to improve the courseware, but they didn’t know there were other groups or that they would be evaluated again after completing the post-test.<transition> As it turns out, the results were really surprising. With that, I’m going to turn it over to Dan who’s going to let us know how effective our training was according to reaction and learning-level evaluations. 



Study Results Show Highest Reaction 
Ratings for Interactive and Wiki Training 
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Overall 
Assessment 

Delivery was 
engaging 

I am better 
prepared to 

recognize phishing 

I would 
recommend to 

others (Yes)

Control Group 
(N=114) 3.4 3.5 2.7 63%
Wiki Group 
(N=88) 3.7 3.6 4.1 85%

Interactive Group 
(N=114) 3.8 4.1 3.9 85%

Maximum score 5.0 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Across the 3 group, the study results show the highest reaction ratings for the interactive and the wiki training.As you can see on the left side, the size of the groups were similar, with the control group having 114 people, wiki group having 88, and the interactive group also having 114 people.As expected, the control group didn’t receive very high ratings, across the board.<click 1> The reaction ratings were satisfactory for the 2 experimental groups, with both groups indicating they were sufficiently ready to recognize phishing attacks.<transition> But, we all know that reaction ratings are not a good indicator of training effectiveness, so let’s take a look at post-test scores.



Post-Tests Indicated Both Experimental Groups 
Knew How to Respond to Suspicious Emails 
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Correct Response to: 
Who should be notified of 

suspicious emails 

Wiki Group 
(N=88 ) 87.8%
Interactive Group 
(N=114) 95.6%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We couldn’t test the control group on how to respond to suspicious emails, but according to the post-test, both experimental groups knew how to respond to suspicious emails.The interactive group had a 95% correct response on a key question.Not only did they know how to identify suspicious emails, they knew how to report them.If this was a typical training experience, you might stop here. Looking at this data, you achieved the goal, they know what to do. Mission complete; you have adequately training the 2 experimental groups.<transition> But, how would the experimental groups compare to the control group when tested in the wild in their actual job environments?



When simulated phishing attack are sent, 
the use of interactive training will result in 

A. Significantly less incorrect responses 
compared to both the Control and 
Static groups 

B. Significantly less incorrect responses 
than the Control Group only (no 
difference from the Static Group) 

C. No difference in incorrect responses  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, finally, experimental group 2 received our good stuff, the interactive training.This is the training that includes instruction on phishing attacks with activities for the learners to identify suspicious items in emails. This is the type of training that we figured would be well received by the study participants and would enable them to answer correctly on the post-test.Recall this was a blind study, so the participants thought that they were just evaluating courseware on cyber security or phishing awareness. They provided feedback on how to improve the courseware, but they didn’t know there were other groups or that they would be evaluated again after completing the post-test.<transition> As it turns out, the results were really surprising. With that, I’m going to turn it over to Dan who’s going to let us know how effective our training was according to reaction and learning-level evaluations. 



What We Expected . . . 
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Following training, we conducted unannounced simulated attacks. 
We expected to have significantly more incorrect actions from the 
Control Group than the Experimental Groups. 

Predicted Results 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the training, we launched unannounced phishing emails that participants received in their work account inbox. We tracked responses to the email, focusing on the incorrect actions, such as responding to the email or clicking on a suspicious link.We expected the results to show significantly more incorrect actions from the control group.Based on our experience with penetration testing, we anticipated a incorrect response rate of 40 to 50% for the control group. We weren’t sure how much better the interactive training would be than the page-turner training, but we predicted significantly less incorrect actions from the two trained groups.<transition> Then we hit send. We got our first incorrect responses 15 seconds later.



What We Discovered in Exercise 1 . . . 
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Based on the simulated attacks, we discovered  
no significant difference between training and no training! 

No 
Sig 
Diff 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analysis of the reactions to the phishing attach in Exercise 1 showed no significant difference between the 3 groups. There are small differences between the groups, but no significant difference.Really? No significant difference between training and no training.  Not really what the instructional designers intended.<transition> Imagine how that telephone call went when Sean let me know that our training had no impact.<<note: significant difference would be 36% to 57%; would need about 21% difference to be significant>>



What Do You Do When Training Fails (WTF)? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was my face! What do you do when your training fails?<transition> Now, the good news was our study wasn’t done yet! We continued to measure the impact of the failure-triggered training through additional simulated phishing attacks.



We Used Failure-Triggered Training 
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Failure-Triggered Training is like the “Secret Shoppers” used by 
the retail shopping industry. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Failure-triggered training is like the “Secret Shoppers” used by the retail shopping industry. Or, if you’re familiar with it, like the images that are placed on the monitors of TSA inspectors. The random introduction of suspicious items force the inspectors to be ever vigilant and be on high-alert at all times. They know they can be tested at any time.This is what we were doing with our unannounced phishing exercises. <transition> Sean will explain the process for sending and tracking the phishing emails used in the exercises.



• Failure-triggered training is delivered 
• Response metrics aggregated using the 

STAR*Phish™ system 

Over the Next Six Months, Study 
Participants Received Three Exercises 
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User deletes 
the email (no 
responses are 

captured) 

User reports the 
email through 

appropriate 
channels 

User clicks an 
inappropriate 

link in the 
email 

User directly 
responds to 

the email 

Participants were sent three different phishing emails on 
spaced intervals. Each user’s response/action was tracked. 

Interactive Training 

Correct Responses Incorrect Responses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<click 1><click 2><click 3><click 4><click 5><click 6>



Study Results Show Incorrect Responses 
Decreased Significantly (P < 0.05) Between Each 
of the Exercises Over a Period of Months 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see here, there was a significant decrease from an average of 44% failure rate exercise 1 to an average of 14% in exercise 2. <click 1> And, another significant decrease from exercise 2 to 1.8% in exercise 3.Not only was there a significant decrease from exercise 1 to 2, but again consistently across all 3 events.



Study Results: The Number of Reports to CIRT 
(AKA - An Additional Correct Action) Increased 
with the Failure Triggered Training Approach 
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Learning at the point of realization 
refers to the state when users are 
open to learning because relevance, 
knowledge gaps, and immediate 
needs are identified in an engaging/ 
unexpected and concrete fashion. 
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The phishing training seems to have triggered a 
point of realization for the learners. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It may take multiple factors to break through the cognitive noise of a typical work day.<click 1> That break through point can be referred to as learning at the point of realization”Factors that lead to openness to learn include: it has to be relevant to you, you need it immediately, it’s unexpected and/or engaging or a “hook” to bring you in, and it has to fill your knowledge gap in a concrete fashion. <Transition> The other key factor that seemed to impact the effectiveness of the training approach is the spaced learning effect. 
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Spaced Learning Effect and Forgetting Curve 

Adapted from sources: Herman Ebbinghaus, Research Institute of America 

Forgetting Curve with Decreased Slope 

Failure-Triggered Training Event * Learning Event * 

Typical Forgetting Curve 

* 
* * * 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The forgetting curve indicates the decrease of knowledge retention over a period of time<click 1> You have a learning event, but immediately after<click 2> the know retained decreases significantly within a few days.<click 3> It appears the failure-triggered training catches the learners deep on the curve; by adding a failure-triggered training event, <click 5, 6, 7, 8> The learners are able to re-engage with the cognitive content.In exercise 2 and 3, which occurred over the next several months…<click 9> Notice the significantly reduced decrease in knowledge retention from the spaced learning events. Even if there’s not another event for a while, it the trends indicates higher retention.<transition> The failure-triggered training seems to really stick with the learners.



  
“I learned about the CIRT team through 

the phishing training email sent out a 
couple months back. It really stuck with 

me, since I ‘failed the test.’ ” 
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Quote from a study participant that correctly reported an external 
phishing attack to the Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT) 
highlights that learning at the point of realization may greatly 

influence the level of learning transfer.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were able to capture data from an actual external phishing attacks.In the middle of conducting this study, we had a real external attack. There was a real threat. And the people who took the training as part of this study, knew what to do.An example quote from one of our study participants said…“I learned about the CIRT team through the phishing training email sent out a couple months back. It really stuck with me, since I ‘failed the test.’ ”Interestingly, she responded properly because of the training she received months prior; that it stuck with her because she failed the “test”.



Remember, Our Study Sought to 
Determine if . . . 
 Interactive phishing awareness training would 
 Receive satisfactory reaction ratings and post-

test scores 
– CONFIRMED 

 Be significantly more effective for learning 
transfer than both placebo and static page 
training 
– NOT CONFIRMED 

 Failure-triggered training would have a significant 
positive impact on learning transfer 

– INDICATED 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, back to our study hypotheses and results.<click 1> We confirmed that interactive phishing awareness training would receive satisfactory reaction ratings and post-test scores<click 2> We were not able to confirm that the interactive training was significantly more effective for learning transfer than both placebo and static page training.<click 3> And, results indicated that failure-triggered training had a significant positive impact on learning transfer.



What We Learned Was . . .  

 Traditional one-time, pre-incident training was 
ineffective  
 Failure-triggered training resulted in a positive 

significant difference  
Reaction to an actual external phishing attack 

indicated knowledge transfer  
Multiple training elements may have to be present 

for successful learning transfer 
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Failure-triggered training: Unannounced blind exercises delivered 
in spaced intervals, combined with immediate tailored remedial 

training provided only to the users that “fail” the exercises. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, of our lessons learned <click 1> Traditional one-time, pre-incident training was ineffective <click 2> Failure-triggered training resulted in a positive significant difference <click 3> Reaction to an actual external phishing attack indicated knowledge transfer really happened from the training event to a real event<click 4> Multiple training elements may have to be present for successful learning transfer. Getting someone to the point of learning realization is not just 1 thing, but rather multiple factors coming together.



Follow-On Questions and Next Steps 

How much impact does the email content have on 
the results? 

 

How important was the interactivity level of the 
failure-triggered training?  

 

Do users respond to emails and failure-triggered 
training differently on mobile devices? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How much impact does the content of email have on the results?We tested the same groups with different emails.  We can test different groups with the same email.How important was the interactivity level of the failure-triggered training? As part of the failure-triggered training, all groups received the same interactive training. We can change the interactivity level of the failure-triggered training to determine impact on the results.Do users view and respond to emails differently on mobile devices?We can test the failure-triggered training approach to determine if it is as effective on mobile devices
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